Tate & Lyle – Part Time Grain Grader

Tate & Lyle in Lafayette, IN is looking for part-time grain graders for the school year and summer. Looking for students who would be available to work midday/afternoons this semester here at both of corn plants. Starting pay at $10/hour. The grain grader would be responsible for working in a team to weigh inbound trucks, check corn for damage, creating tickets for farmers, and assisting in the management of corn flow. Basic computer and agriculture knowledge is required. We have availability at both plants in Lafayette, IN.

It’s a great opportunity for Purdue Ag students to get experience in the industry and become familiar with one of the critical processes for corn processing plants like Tate & Lyle.

If interested, please contact Hunter Chastain at hunter.chastain@tateandlyle.com or call the Lafayette office at 765-477-5365.